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DEFINITIONDEFINITION

Tube and Lube is a process designed to increase Tube and Lube is a process designed to increase 
productivity, reduce cost, and ease operations for productivity, reduce cost, and ease operations for 

the rigid curved hose manufacturing.the rigid curved hose manufacturing.
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HOW DOES IT WORK?HOW DOES IT WORK?

This process gives you the ability to add the lubricant for This process gives you the ability to add the lubricant for 
formed hose directly into the hose as the hose is being formed hose directly into the hose as the hose is being 
extruded. Lube is applied at room temperature (no heat extruded. Lube is applied at room temperature (no heat 
required). As the lube enters the dye goes through the pin it required). As the lube enters the dye goes through the pin it 
begins to form a gel where it attaches itself to the inside of begins to form a gel where it attaches itself to the inside of 
the tube wall. After going through a cooling bath the the tube wall. After going through a cooling bath the 
lubricant sets up in a soft paste film. lubricant sets up in a soft paste film. 

The  green or uncured hoses can be cut to the designated The  green or uncured hoses can be cut to the designated 
length and stored in inventory until that hose part needs to length and stored in inventory until that hose part needs to 
be formed. The Lubricant will not soften and run out of the be formed. The Lubricant will not soften and run out of the 
hose if exposed to humidity.hose if exposed to humidity.
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WHAT DO WE NEED TO INCORPORATE WHAT DO WE NEED TO INCORPORATE 
TUBE AND LUBE INTO OUR PROCESSES?TUBE AND LUBE INTO OUR PROCESSES?

I. Engineering this process:I. Engineering this process:
One of the wonderful benefits of Tube ‘n Lube is how One of the wonderful benefits of Tube ‘n Lube is how 
easy it is to modify your existing process. A simple easy it is to modify your existing process. A simple 
modification to the extruder die, use of proper modification to the extruder die, use of proper 

lubricant and a ram & pump assembly is all you need.lubricant and a ram & pump assembly is all you need.

On the next  two slides are diagrams of a typical On the next  two slides are diagrams of a typical 
modified extruder die. Then starting on slide #7 is a modified extruder die. Then starting on slide #7 is a 
simple ram & simple ram & pump assembly recommendation.pump assembly recommendation.
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Spider Screw AdjustmentSpider Screw Adjustment

An modification of a An modification of a 
simple screw adjustment simple screw adjustment 
can altered the typical can altered the typical 
spider extrusion die.  spider extrusion die.  
This task can be This task can be 
performed on a new die performed on a new die 
or an older die can be or an older die can be 
modified.modified.

100 mm

.20  mm 20 mm.

3 mm

2 mm
LubeLube

AirAir

CAP SCREWS INTO HEAD OF DIE
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The PumpThe Pump

The proper pumping of the The proper pumping of the 
lubricant into the extruder lubricant into the extruder 
die is essential to achieve die is essential to achieve 
optimal results. optimal results. 

As a rule of thumb, Release As a rule of thumb, Release 
Coatings recommends Coatings recommends 
applying 2 grams of applying 2 grams of 
lubricant per every 6 square lubricant per every 6 square 
inch of hose. inch of hose. 

The better the application ~ The better the application ~ 
the better the results.the better the results.

A. Single Post Ram

B. Basic Pump

C. Follower Plate
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Ram and Pump AssemblyRam and Pump Assembly

The Ram/Pump Assembly shown is an IR ARO® NP 322R01-1 & NP 322R02-1*The Ram/Pump Assembly shown is an IR ARO® NP 322R01-1 & NP 322R02-1*

  Models for 5 gallon pails, models are also available for 55 gallon drums.Models for 5 gallon pails, models are also available for 55 gallon drums.

*DISCLAIMER: Release Coatings of  New York has no affiliation with IR. Other pumps are available that will sufficiently meet the 
requirement. This is only a recommendation.
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Benefits to this type of AssemblyBenefits to this type of Assembly

• ARO systems are totally enclosed, sealing the ARO systems are totally enclosed, sealing the 
material from air and moisture.material from air and moisture.

• This system prevents premature cure-out of the This system prevents premature cure-out of the 
material during use.material during use.

• Allows for continuous or intermittent use of the Allows for continuous or intermittent use of the 
system and reduces the need for daily system clean system and reduces the need for daily system clean 
up.up.

• The built-in lift capability allows for quick drum The built-in lift capability allows for quick drum 
change over and easy lifting of pump assembly from change over and easy lifting of pump assembly from 
the container.the container.
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II. Just add the lube ~II. Just add the lube ~

A. The proper lubricant for your applicant is essential. The   A. The proper lubricant for your applicant is essential. The   
                

                  necessary criteria are that: necessary criteria are that: 

1.  It must use the existing heat from the 1.  It must use the existing heat from the 
extrusion process to flow easily into the hose.extrusion process to flow easily into the hose.

2.  The lube must have a very rapid set point. 2.  The lube must have a very rapid set point. 
This is the point in which it solidifies and the This is the point in which it solidifies and the 
flow process ends.flow process ends.

3.  It must have excellent release or lubricant 3.  It must have excellent release or lubricant 
properties and be compatible with a variety of properties and be compatible with a variety of 
compounds.compounds.

Continued     Continued     
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II. Just add the lube ~ II. Just add the lube ~ (Continued)(Continued)

4. It must not cause any build-up on the 4. It must not cause any build-up on the 
mandrel or other parts.mandrel or other parts.

5. It must wash off of the hoses after 5. It must wash off of the hoses after 
curing without any residual residue.curing without any residual residue.

6. It must be environmentally safe for 6. It must be environmentally safe for 
workers and water treatment facilities.workers and water treatment facilities.

That’s a lot of “it musts”, but where do we find a lubeThat’s a lot of “it musts”, but where do we find a lube

  that will do “all that……..”that will do “all that……..”
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Presenting Presenting 
RELEASE COATINGS RELEASE COATINGS 

TM-919-N Series of LubricantsTM-919-N Series of Lubricants

DESCRIPTIONDESCRIPTION
 TM-919N Series are a water-soluble release coating for formed rubber hose. 
 These viscous paste formulation are based on polyol ethers.  Applied to the hose 

tube at the time of extrusion, 
 TM-919N Series are currently being used as a curved mandrel release for formed 

hose lined with both peroxide and sulfur cured EPDM, CPE (CM), NBR , 
Vamac®, FKM and silicone rubber compounds. 

FEATURESFEATURES
 Reduces build-up on surface of the curved mandrel (pin) with both peroxide 

and sulfur cure systems.
 Easy to wash from the curved mandrel; warm water without soap is sufficient .
 Environmentally safe, water-based product.
 Resistant to thermal and oxidative degradation.
 Unique inhibitor package for peroxide and sulfur cure systems.

                                                                                            
                                                          ContinuedContinued
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RELEASE COATINGS RELEASE COATINGS 
TM-919-N Series of LubricantsTM-919-N Series of Lubricants

ContinuedContinued

BENEFITS BENEFITS 
 TM-919N Series does not contain silicone oils. 
 Excellent water solubility.
 Excellent lubricating and anti-stick properties.
 Nonflammable.
 May be recovered in an aqueous recycling system.

APPLICATIONAPPLICATION
 TM-919N  Products are used undiluted ("as is").
 TM-919N Series Products  are usually applied to the inside of the 

green rubber hose at extrusion with either a grease pump or 
pressurized pot through a port in the spider ("tube and lube" 
application).  
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Take a look at the hosesTake a look at the hoses

STRIPS OF LUBRICANT INSIDE OF HOSE
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Take a look at your processes…Take a look at your processes…

Is the Tube and Lube Process right for your Is the Tube and Lube Process right for your 

hose manufacturing process?hose manufacturing process?

For More Information Contact:For More Information Contact:

RELEASE COATINGS OF NEW YORK
125 South Brooklyn Avenue     

Wellsville, NY 14895

1-800-457-7817 US Phone * 001-585-593-2335 Int’l Phone* 
1-585-593-4912 US Fax * 001-585-593-4912 Int’l  Fax* 

rcony@verizon.net email * www.rcony.com website 


